Hello Tim,
I'll read your proposal in the plane. This Friday afternoon and Saturday morning I'll be in Geneva.
It went fine with Guillaume and Graziella in Paris. Basically we keep the coordination as it is, we formalize a monthly (or more if necessary) meeting.
Also, we are both convinced that now is the right time to build a communication strategy with you. It means more than relating daily events to journalists. This also means having IDP's (doctors???) telling us their stories. We can build a dossier and use some of these témoignage as a material. Anyway, it is still essential that you send us very soon some stories as Eric D. mentioned in his proposal to you and Keith. And I know also Joelle will be of a great help on this matter.

By the way we are organizing a briefing in Brussels with Joelle next Tuesday. Please do everything you can so that she doesn't miss the plane:
We all feel now shouting STOP/ENOUGH to the politics! Do something about Kosovo cause people are dying there and it is going to be worse, enough time has been given to diplomats, and still no solution is brought by international community! The conflict dramatically changed since last week, and definitely no improvement is expected anymore.
We already said in our communications that Belgrade administration was slowing access to Yougo for foreigners, refused access to zones have been filmed by CNN etc...
Kosovars are fleeing their country, and western Europe has no clear policy concerning these refugees.
We'll have a brainstorming on Monday concerning these issues, and choose the means to use to reach these objectives.
If you already have material (testimonies), ideas, messages you think are priority, please send me an email before next Monday 10H00.
As usual, feel free to call this week-end.
Take care and my best to the team...
Talk to you soon.